
3rd Grade Reading Skills Review 7
Skill Directions

Phonics Sound Boxes Have students point to each phonics sound box and say the sound(s) the 
team of letters make. 

Nonsense Word Fluency
(Phonics Decoding)

Students needs to point to each word and read it fluently. If the student 
struggles to accurately read the word, then prompt the student to identify 
the vowel sound prior to reading the whole word. 

Word Reading Fluency
Have students fluently read through these words for practice. These 
words are a combination of sight words and words they can decode using 
phonics skills. These are common words students see over and over in 
print. They should be reading the words with automaticity. 

Multisyllabic Words & 
Words with Parts

Have students apply their decoding strategies to read the words. Student 
may underline the vowels in the words and break the words apart by 
syllables/word chunks.

Sentence Fluency Have students independently read the sentences daily until they can read 
them fluently. 

Fluency Passage 

Research has shown that improved fluency supports comprehension of 
text and leads to better overall readers. Please have your student read 
this passage aloud daily. There is no need to time the student. The goal 
is not about reading the passage as fast as he/she can. The students 
need to strive to read the passage with accuracy, in phrases and with 
expression.  Maybe pretend to be a newscaster while reading.  



Phonics Sound Boxes

ild



Nonsense Word Fluency
dod tid yan pem ag

fest hobe dipe phint ming

yark wost prult hisp gobe

choom shead dulk proot soud

blesk granky comult yeep blusty

snaith hople spoy gly snarple

loap sploe blarm vesky snie

grigh zoopy prole reaner trawk



Word Reading  Fluency
little take short tell most

which city rush strip find

often gift angry broke finger

mile pound chase warn chose

crazy jungle bitter forth goal

proof pie fail parent knowing

famous thirty climb meal penny



Multisyllabic Words
cartwheel somersault hopscotch autograph

portrait drawing hammer handwritten

screwdriver storekeeper fisherman spaceman

faucet drainpipe jackknife monsoon

orphan coffee knothole housekeeper

rapidly greenhouse collection attention

surround trousers underline addition



Words with Parts
reasonable programmer mineral expression

several expandable several struggle

provision exactness excitement negative

punishable compliment expertness retirement

exceptional attractive complication insufferable

concept amazement aggressive exclamation

contentment obtainable resentment exclusive



Sentence Fluency
My bandaid was no longer sticky so it detached 
from my knee.

I accidently left my money in my pants pocket and 
it got ruined in the washer.

My lunchbox had a peanut butter sandwich, 
crackers, a juice box and a cheese stick in it.  

I piled the heavy books into my arms but stumbled 
and they all fell to the floor.

The puzzle was taking too long to put together 
and making me frustrated, so I threw it in the 
garbage.

The little toddler was harassing the dog and 
tugging his tail so he began to growl and nip at 
her. 



Fluency Passage
My Dad Goes to School

    My dad goes to school just like me. My sister is in second 
grade and I am in fourth grade. My dad isn’t in a grade. He 
goes to school at the community college where he is studying 
computer science. Every morning he walks with my sister and me 
to the bus stop. We all ride the same bus to my school and then 
he says goodbye to us.
     We all ride the bus home in the afternoon, but at 
different times. My sister and I get home first. As soon as Dad 
arrives, the three of us sit down at the kitchen table and do 
our homework together. I think Dad has the most homework. After 
he gets his homework done, my dad goes to his job and works 
until midnight. When he gets home it’s very late and the rest 
of the family is sound asleep.
    Dad says he is studying hard because he wants a better job. 
He says he’s looking forward to being home in the evenings and 
relaxing with all of us. In another year he will finish his 
degree and he can find a better job.
    I admire my dad. Sometimes when I’m not in the mood to do 
my homework he pats me on the shoulder and says, “You’re doing 
very well. You keep it up and you won’t have to go to school 
when you’re an old guy like me.”

   

   


